Rules /Laws
You love the art of eyelash extensions and making your clients feel their
most beautiful. But in addition to the fun aspects of eyelash extensions,
you also have to keep track of some not-so-fun practical and legal details
and Eyelash Laws per State.

Eye Lash Growth cycles
Every hair on your body follows a specific growth cycle and will grow to a
specific length. Hair follows a three-phase growth cycle and eventually
falls out which is typically nothing to worry about. In fact, body hair,
including eyelashes, completely replaces itself every few years.

Adverse reactions
How to treat Swollen Eyes...The chemicals and other components that
make up the eyelashes and adhesive products may cause an allergic
reaction.

Contagious Disease
Recognizing infectious or contagious diseases of the eye and allergic
reactions to materials.

Isolation and Separation
How to use tweezers properly to isolate one single natural lash by its self
also you will learn how to separate your lashes throughout entire
application properly.

Safety and Sanitation
We sanitize in order to make a surface, our hands, a tool, etcetera, clean
and safe for use. Sanitation is an absolute necessity. When we sanitize, we

kill the single-cell microorganisms we call bacteria. There are trillions of
bacteria, and not all are bad. Non-pathogenic bacteria are harmless and
beneficial, but pathogenic bacteria are harmful and can cause infection.
For this reason, a clean working environment is imperative.

Professional Image
Your professional image is your portfolio. This is the package you present
that will influence whether or not people in this industry (both
professionals and clients) will take you seriously enough to see what you
actually have to offer.

Lash Application Eyelash Extensions
Eyelash extensions are synthetic lashes applied directly to your natural
eyelash using an adhesive. These aren't the same as synthetic eyelash
strips sold at mass retailers. Extensions come in little bundles of eight or
nine individual lashes, and each bundle is glued directly onto your natural
lash. The application procedure takes at least an hour when done by a
professional and can take up to three hours for less experienced people.
The extensions should last around anywhere from two to eight weeks and
will fall out as your natural lashes fall out.

First Aid
Sometimes clients come to the appointment with eyelash extensions done
by another technician. But the lashes may be hurting and twisting
resulting in uncomfortable lash lines for the client. As well eyelash
extensions may be too long or too thick for the client’s natural lashes
which can show up in short term or long tern damage for the natural
lashes.

Selection of Lash Types
Different Sizes, Lengths, Shapes and Color Extensions Lashes with a
stronger curl have more impact from a frontal viewpoint and appear

longer than a straighter curl in the same your length of lashes and size
truly depend son shape of face and eyes.

Salon Management
Creating a Constructive Environment. Communicating the expectations of
your staff to your staff is paramount in effective management. ... A
successful salon manager will strike a balance between unreachable and
too close to employees. Management of any business is much more than
just determining the overall job to be done and then delegating duties to
employees. ... Before knowing what has to be done, the manager first
must determine the short- and long-term goals of the salon in order to
formulate a clear idea of what is to be achieved.

